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Tone of church revolutionized by Pope Francis
SARAH BREWINGTON
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NEWS EDITOR
The white robes of Pope
Francis trail the floors
of
Washington D.C., the halls of
congress, and Philadelphia, among
other locations on the Pope's visit
to the United States of America.
The pope has made his first visit to
the U.S., after being appointed to
the position in 2013.
Pope Francis has made himself
the people's pope and a favorite
in the Roman Catholic world,
as his expressive stances on gay
marriage, divorce, contraception,
and the environment, have aligned
the Catholic Church with millions
of people, Catholics and nonCatholics alike.
The voice of Pope Francis
has reached far and wide, even
to the other side of the continent
on our own campus. Our Roman
Catholic university has not been
exempt from the excitement that
comes with the pope and his visit.
University Ministry, USD students
and the USD community have all
been engaged in the discussion
of the pope and what his actions
mean for the Catholic community.
Michael Lovette-Colyer is the
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Church,
but not in
/
the ways some
—think.
"He
has
not
changed
doctrine," Lovette-Colyer said.
"He has really emphasized the
things that are so attractive to some

people and a lot of that is what
people agree on. There is a change
in tone and more than anything
that compassion is much more
important than judgmentalism."
The change in tone that
Lovette-Colyer is talking
about, seems to
be the pope's

\
j
*—

acceptance
of people that
were otherwise distanced
from the Catholic Church,
For example, members of
the lesbian, gay, transgender, and
questioning or queer (I GGTQ)

community have been held at arms
length. The pope is now famous
for his position of "Who am I to
judge,"; he has held meetings
with gay and lesbian Catholics to
demonstrate a motif of acceptance
and love.
Additionally, the pope has
also welcomed people who are
divorced and remarried. These
individuals were not allowed
to receive the Eucharist at
Communion, and Pope Francis
explained in previous interviews
that he cannot hope to welcome
new members into the Catholic
community by keeping their
parents and friends at a distance.
These are a few of the themes
that the pope has addressed since
taking office. Such stances have
created a thrill amongst USD
community members.
Lovette-Colyer
expressed
his own zeal in regards to Pope
Francis.
"What is so great about Pope
Francis, and why I appreciate him
so much, is that he emphasizes
simplicity, humility and mercy,"
Lovette-Colyer said.
Lovette-Colyer
explained
that it is the pope's humanity that
makes him so appealing.
See POPE., Pa%e 4

Senator elections lack student participation

Assistant Vice President Director
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of University Ministry. LovetteColyer has been very involved in
the pope's arrival, from television
interviews to managing viewings
for the USD community.
Lovette-Colyer explains that
Pope Francis is popular
because
he
altering the
Catholic

Associated Students (AS)
held elections for new senators
on Sept. 21 to fill
residential
life, commuter, and academic
vacancies. Students could vote
through
their
MySanDiego
portals or at voting booth that
was located on Maher Lawn.
Students ran for 19 open
positions within the College of
Arts and Sciences, the School
of Engineering, the School of
Business Administration, most
of the residential life areas,
and the commuter students.
According
to
Associated
Students, only a total of 641
students voted in this election,
which is approximately 11.6
percent of the total undergraduate
students. Between the three

schools voting in this election, the
College of Arts and Sciences led
with 365 votes, followed by the
School of Business Administration
with 175 votes, and the School
of Engineering with 101 votes.
Freshman
Pearl
Lai
was elected as one of the
new
commuter
senators.
"I ran for Senate because I
wanted to be more involved at
USD, and to be part of an integral
part of the school," Lai said.
Lai
found
that
while
campaigning for her election
many freshmen were interested
in AS, but did not know
much about the organization.
"I believe that social media
is a key aspect in reaching out
to students," Lai said. "I plan on
meeting more students and asking
them how they want to be more

See ELECTION, Page 3

Photo courtesy of Pearl Lai, Christian Nelson, and Robert Warren

AS senators listed left to right; Pearl Lai (Commuter
Senator), Christian Nelson (College of Arts and Sciences
Senator) and Robert Warren (Maher Senator).

FAFSA is now easier and earlier
The burden of
getting
financial aid lessened for college
students with the White House's
latest
announcement.
The
administration revealed major
changes to the Free Application
for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA)
in a press release on Sept. 13.
These
changes
come from
the
Obama
Administration's
effort to invest
in
higher
education and America's future.
The administration estimates
that approximately two million

students that are already enrolled
in college would be eligible for
a Pell Grant but never applied
for aid because the process was
too complicated. Previously, the
FAFSA form went live on Jan.
1, forcing students to interrupt
their holiday vacation and sort
through financial documents and
questions in hopes of getting aid.
Starting in the fall of 2016,
this will no longer be the case.
On Oct. 1, 2016 students can start
applying for their financial aid for
the next school year. This earlier
date is beneficial for students

applying to colleges because it
allows them to get an idea of their
financial aid eligibility while they
are deciding on their schools.
Judith Lewis Logue, the
director of financial
aid for
undergraduate
and
graduate
students, started preparing the
Office of Financial Aid for this big
change as soon as she heard thene ws.
"This is a big and good
change
for
students
and
parents," Lewis Logue said.
The many changes make
financial
aid more accessible
to
students, enabling
more

students to invest in their future.
Lewis
Logue
explained
that part of the change includes
creating
a
uniform
process
at schools, which can mean
big adjustments for financial
aid offices across the country.
"The financial
aid office is
working toward what will need to
be done," Lewis Logue said. "It will
be more complicated for college
campuses because all [computer]
systems at colleges have to be
changed. But they will get it done.
They certainly have enough time."

See FAFSA, Page 2
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The pop-star pope

NEWS EDITOR
The sensation known as Pope
Francis gained more popularity
overnight after he touched down
in Washington, D.C. on Thursday.
Since his debut in 2013, the pope
has had a number of hit singles.
His album entitled "Inauguration"
where white smoke declared him
the next leader of the Roman
Catholic World, featured hit
singles like "Who am I to Judge,"
and has made the pope popular
among millions of people around
the world. Sponsored by the Lord
himself, Pope Francis resonates
with audiences young and old. The
pope has millions of groupies from
all demographics.
One stop on his world tour
was the United States of America,
home to millions of Catholics. And
so it begins. Applause. Applause is
what Pope Francis has received
from many Catholics since his
arrival on stage last Thursday.
Despite not being religious
myself, Pope Francis has also
drawn my attention. Previous to

his inauguration, 1 admit I had paid
little attention to the order of the
Catholic hierarchy. The pope is
comparable to a musical celebrity
is because he commands a crowd
much like a sold out concert venue.
The pope himself just conducted
mass at Madison Square Garden,
so such analogies are not far from
the truth.
Previous to 2013, 1 felt
lukewarm about the Catholic
Church. Being a free bird myself,
I identify as spiritual but not
religious, meaning I believe in God
but do not follow any religious
institution.
But witnessing the approach
of Pope Francis has made me
look at the Catholic Church more
favorably. I see an entity that
recognizes the changing world.
When he took a stance on the
environment he made me smile.
No longer is the environment a
conversation for the bipartisan
parties of Congress to fight over.
Those that use religion as a shield
to deny climate change have a few
more things to think about if the
pope agrees with scientists.
I agree with the pope in
embracing more campaigns that
drive the themes of this century.
1 am not Catholic, but I now look
at Catholicism in a more favorable
light.
We all must make up our own
minds about the pope and while
we acknowledge his progress in
emphasizing acceptance^ we can
appreciate how he has been able
to find a middle ground between
Catholic doctrine and the opinions
of people, Catholic and otherwise.
Despite how hard we try, we
can't seem to get his song out of
our heads.

@sghrew42

@ellie smithl3

White House hopes for increase in FAFSA applications
FAFSA continued from
Front Page
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The White House plans
to bring uniformity to the
financial aid process to ease
the
burden
for
applicants.
"The National Association
of
Student
Financial
Aid
Administrators
(NASFAA),
whose member institutions serve
90 percent of undergraduates,
expects hundreds of colleges and
universities to adjust their financial
aid processes to align with prior
year before the 2017-18 academic
year," the press release states.
Additionally, students filling
out the FAFSA can take advantage
of an IRS data retrieval tool, which
allows them to electronically

eligibility options much earlier
in the college application and
decision process will allow
students and families to determine
the true cost of attending college,
taking available financial aid into
account, and make more informed
decisions," the press release states.
Sophomore Erin Behrens
found the changes interesting,
but
not
extremely
helpful.
"If you're talking about kids
who are applying to college right
now this seems like a good idea,"
Behrens said. "When I applied to
college I was so stressed. [The new
FAFSA] will make things all spread
out, making it easier so the seniors
don't have to figure out all of the
information at once like I did."
Along with the changes to

"When I applied to college I was so stressed.
[The new FAFSA] will make things all spread
out, making it easier so the seniors don't have
to figure out all of the information at once like I
- Erin Behrens
did."
retrieve
tax
information
from
earlier
in
the
year.
"With the new system in
effect, information they can readily
access is available," Lewis Logue
said. "In past years students would
have trouble filling out the FAFSA
because they have to wait to file
their taxes which can take a long
time. They would have to file for
an extension sometimes into the
school year, leaving them without
aid for the beginning of school."
Before the improvements
to FAFSA, stress of financial
burden would hold families
back from college, especially
those who were not aware of the
financial aid available to everyone.
"Learning
about
aid

the FAFSA, the White House
also announced the new College
Scorecard. This tool has been
redesigned to provide national
data on colleges and
universities to students,

parents, and advisers.
The
College
Scorecard
allows
anyone to access
reliable
data
on
statistics like cost,
graduation
rates,
debt,
and
postcollege
earnings.
Having that information
available
along
with
aid
eligibility
allows
prospective
students
to
make well informed decisions.

Old FAFSA:
- Goes live: Jan. 1
- Manually enter tax data
- Financial decisions
released after college
applications are completed.
New FAFSA:
- Goes live: Oct. 1
- Automatic tax data entry
- Financial decisions
available as students apply
to colleges.
Kelly Kennedy/The Vista

timelines with the earlier FAFSA,
and nonprofits and advisers have
committed to raise awareness
about the FAFSA changes and to
help reach 100 percent FAFSA
completion,"the pressrelease states.
Awareness about FAFSA will
increase the chances that everyone
who is eligible for financial
aid can access and use it.
While
these
changes
affect
college applicants
more than current
students, many
students
can
CoCCege
still
benefit.
Since
the
process
is
JuncC
•
much
easier,
USD students
who
have
not
explored
sabelii Sniilii and Somh Brcwington/
the
possibility
f
of financial
aid
can apply
and see
what they are eligible for.
Lastly, a major part of the
Obama Administration's effort to
invest in America's future involved
awareness
of financial
aid.
"Colleges and universities
and scholarship organizations have
already committed to align their aid

News breakdown: outer space to USD
2016 Presidential Poll Update

World news insight
New NASA discoveries

Donald Trump

23.4%

Ben Carson

17.0%

Carly Fiorina

11.6%

J7T

New images from the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) provide
strong evidence that liquid water periodically flows on Mars,
according to the NASA website.

San Diego ship comes home
Naval Hospital Ship returned to San Diego Bay, Sept. 26, after a four
and a half year deployment in East Asia and Oceania. According to
the Union Tribune, a 1,200 person crew aided over 20,000 patients
on the shipw providing surgeries, medical, and dental care.

Hillary Clinton

40.8%

Bernie Sanders

27.6%

Joe Biden

20.0%

Information courtesy of Real Clear Politics.
Data averaged from multiple polls taken Sept. 17-24.

USD on-campus must-sees
"Picking a president
in 2016"

Reflection &
Meditation

When: October 1,7-9 p.m.
Where: Kroc IPJ Theater
What: Professor Harold W.

When: Tuesdays, 8:30 p.m.
Where: Founders Chapel
What: University Ministry and

Stanley from Southern Methodist
University will talk about
picking a president in 2016. His
research focuses on government,
specifically Southern and Latin
politics.

Friar Martin Latiff hosts weekly
spiritual activity for the campus
community. Confessions are also
available. For more information
email mlatiff@sandiego.edu or
visit UC 238.
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PUBLIC SAFETY
^Sept. 18
^Location: Missions B Bike Rack
At approximately li:56a.m., Public
Safety responded to a report of the
theft of a bicycle on campus. Upon
'investigation it was reported that a
Giant Revel 2 bicycle with a black
and blue frame was secured to a bike
'rack with a cable lock and was taken
between 3 p.m. on Sept. 16 and
11:45a.m. on Sept. 18.
Sept. 19
Location: Missions A
At approximately 12:14a.m., Public
Safety responded to a report of an
intoxicated individual on campus.
Upon investigation the individual
was contacted, identified as a
resident student and evaluated by
paramedics. The individual was
determined to be unable to care for
himself and was transported to
Detox.

Sept. 19
Location: Missions
B Bike Rack
At approximately
3:17p.m., Public
Safety responded
to a report of the
theft of a bicycle on
campus. Upon
investigation it
was reported that
a white and red
frame GT Transeo
4.0 was secured to
a bike rack with a
cable lock. The
stolen bike was
taken between
8:00p.m. on Sept.
18 and 3:17p.m. on
Sept. 19.

Sept. 19
Location: Pardee Legal
\ Research Center

I

At approximately 10:03 a.m.,
Public Safety responded to a report
of the theft of a bicycle on campus.
Upon investigation it was reported
that a gray Giant hard-tail
mountain bike with blue and white
stripes was secured to a bike rack
with a cable lock and was taken
between 2p.m. on Sept. 22 and 11
p.m. on Sept. 23.

Shortly after 4p.m.,
'Public Safety responded
to a report of the theft
of prescription
medication from inside
\ \ a backpack that was left
{ unattended for
i approximately five
i' minutes. The theft was
reported to have
occurred between
i:20p.m., and 4p.m.
Sept. 20
Location: Missions B
Bike Rack
At approximately
12:21 p.m., Public
Safety responded to a
report of the theft of a
bicycle on campus.
Upon investigation it
was reported that a
Black Fuji bicycle was
secured to a bike rack
with a cable lock and
was taken between
9a.m., on Sept. 14 and
12:30a.m. on Sept. 20.

-XSept.
23
SI
T.
Location: Laguna Bike Rack

Sept. 23
Location: Missions B Bike Rack
f

At approximately 10:03a.m., Public
Safety responded to a report of the
theft of a bicycle on campus. Upon
investigation it was reported that a
white 29nr Giant Talon hardtail
Mountain bicycle was secured to a
bike rack with a cable lock and was
taken between 12p.m. on Sept. 8
and 12 p.m. on Sept. 21.

Students have lukewarm reaction to AS elections
ELECTION continued
from
Front Page
involved and what they want to
change to feel more involved."
The new residential senator
for
Maher
Hall,
freshman
Robert Warren, found that the
majority of the students in
Maher were unaware that they
could elect a representative.
"The
campaign
process
for me was not as difficult as it
was in other residence halls,"
Warren said. "Here in Maher, 1
was the only candidate actively
campaigning
throughout
the
election process. The other two
candidates did not campaign at all
on a level that would be effective.
I was also told that one of the
opposing
candidates
actually
tried to campaign, with little
success, the day of the election."
Warren noted that a lot of
students, especially freshmen,

THE VISTA
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Business - 619.260.4714
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were not aware of the elections.
"Sure, they knew about AS
and its senatorial council, but they
did not think that there would be
an election, and those who did
also did not expect it to be so
soon after the start of the
school year," Warren said.
"Overall the reception
of my campaign was
positive, however,
the students of
Maher were just
as excited as
I was for this
opportunity."
Freshman

of my classmates I hadn't had
the opportunity to interact with
yet," Nelson said. "I found that
people
were

Christian
was
Nelson
elected
to
represent
the
College of Arts
and
Sciences.
Nelson ran for his
position so he could
be a voice for his peers.
"The campaign process
was fun; 1 got to meet a lot

fairly interested in AS. I think
USD
students
care
about
having
their
voice
heard."
While students care about
having
their
voices
heard,
that is not reflected in
the election numbers.
Despite learning
about the elections
in
advance,
sophomore
Becca Simpson
simply forgot
to
vote.
::
"I think
[the senators
running] did
their
best
to get their
campaigns
out
there,"
Simpson said.
"There's
not
much else they
can do to advertise
short of putting up a
billboard on campus."
Sophomore
Brady
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Vanderbrooke was not so aware
of the elections. He found that
advertising was not very effective.
"No, I didn't know [the
elections]
were
happening,"
Vanderbrooke said. "I probably
wouldn't have voted if I knew when
the elections were. I didn't know
anyone who was running. And I
don't really know what AS does."
Regardless
of
the
lack
of
awareness
in
the
community, senators are still
hopeful
for
the
semester.
"I want to challenge people
to
build
relationships
with
those around them, and to not
be afraid to reach out and help
build that strong community,"
Warren said. "As a whole, a
community
can
accomplish
much more than a single voice."
This next semester will bring
change as the new AS senators
settle into their positions and
hopefully open the channels of
communication between thestudent
body and the governing body.

The Vista publication is written and edited by USD
students and funded by revenues generated by advertising
and a student fee. Advertising material published is for
information purposes only and is not to be construed as an
expressed or implied endorsement or verification of such
commercial venues by the staff or University. The Vista
office is located on the fourth floor of the Student Life
Pavilion in room 403B.
All inquiries should be sent to:

The Vista
5998 Alcala Park
San Diego, CA 92110

The first copies of the newspaper are complimentary,
all copies thereafter are 25 cents charge.
Opinions
Ipimons expressed in this publication are not
Vista staff,
necessarily those of The
The Vista
staff. tnifi University of San
Diego or of its student body.
Letters to the Editor can be submitted to The Vista
office. Letters should be limited to 300 words and must
be signed. For identification purposes, USD identification
numbers and writer's year must be included in the letter. The
Vista reserves the right to edit published letters. Any content
sent to the editor will be considered for publication unless
otherwise stated.
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Pope Francis impacts USD community
POPE continued from
Front Page
"Francis writes a lot about
his joy," Lovette-Colyer said. "He
comes across as very human and
in touch with the brokenness of
the world, but still being able to
laugh."
Young and old, religious
and atheist, the pope has been
embraced by an overwhelming
amount of people.
Junior
Samantha
Seibt
is spending her semester in
Washington D.C. Seibt divulges
some insight on the time in our
nation's capital surrounding the
pope's arrival.
"Everyone
was
really
concerned about traffic being
awful," Seibt said. "A lot of people
got work off. My boss let us off
early to avoid the bad rush. But
really it seemed pretty calm. Lots
of security and street closures.
The people 1 know that saw him
thought it was pretty cool, some
people didn't care at all and saw
him as an inconvenience. I thought
it was cool he came and that the
city was so well organized."
Seibt grew up Catholic, but
finds that she has never really
taken to being more than Catholic
in name. She has recently aligned
with Christian values and goes
to a weekly non-denominational
service. Although Seibt herself
does not plan on becoming a part
of the Catholic Church, she is
pleased at the pope's new stances.
"1 think it is good that he
acknowledges [remarried citizens,
after divorce] because it's a part
of society," Seibt said. "My dad
was Catholic and got a divorce and
married my mom, so I think it's
okay."
While Seibt is amongst many
who are pleased with the pope, she
finds that he is not enough to sway
her back to Catholicism.
"I never really connected
with anything they said," Seibt
said. "1 support gay marriage so I
am against what the Church says."
However, Seibt added that
USD has surpassed the Catholic
Church in ways that might even
be more admirable than the pope
himself.
"USD
seems
pretty
progressive so they may even
be ahead of the Church," Seibt

USD Catholic students frequently attend Founders chapel for masses.
said. "USD already seems to be
following his climate change
initiative and willingness to help
others."
Other students at USD
who identify as Catholic gained
enthusiasm for their religion with
the involvement of Pope Francis.
Junior
Brianna
Harrington
considers herself Catholic. She
expresses her admiration towards
Pope Francis.
"I love the pope!" Harrington
said. "I have never really paid
attention to any of the other pope's
speeches or anything, but he is
amazing. I honestly think it's
about time for the church to have
more liberal minded person in the
papacy."
Similar to Seibt, Harrington
is pleased about the pope's
stance on remarried individuals.
One of her parents is remarried
and considers themselves to be
Catholic. In addition, Harrington
also admires the pope's stance on
climate change.
The pope even studied
chemistry during his academic
career, before
entering
the
seminary. His address on climate
change
has
created
mixed
reactions.
"I call for a courageous and
responsible effort to 'redirect our
steps,' and to avert the most serious
effects of the environmental
deterioration caused by human
activity," the pope said. "I am
convinced that we can make a
difference and I have no doubt
that the United States, and this
Congress, have an important role
to play."
This statement captured the
attention of environmentalists.
Lovette-Colyer explained that the

Photo courtesy of Samantha Seibt/Facebook

Samantha Seibt studies in Washington, D.C. and watched
the Pope's broadcast with her peers a block away from
where the mass was conducted.

Church had taken a more distanced
approach to climate change before,
and with the pope addressing it
this past week, has solidified a
new directive to save the earth.
Lovette-Colyer also explained that
while some welcome the pope's
approach, others think he should
stick to religion.
Harrington was extremely
pleased with the pope's stance on
climate change.
"I literally whooped for
joy when I read his statement on
climate change," Harrington said.
"His argument is that God gave
us this earth, therefore we need
to care for it, not mistreat it, and
make it last as long as possible."
Harrington
expands
her
opinion saying that his voice
will expand beyond the Catholic
community.
"I thoroughly agree with
him, and I think his saying that,
will have a tremendous impact
within the faith community, and

Ian Lituchy/The Vista

back and maybe even bring new
people in."
The
only
thing
that
Harrington disagrees with is the
Catholic Church's stance on gay
marriage.
"My qualm with it is that
we still won't allow couples to
be married within the church,"
Harrington said. "The pope has
made clear that we should be
accepting of everyone regardless
of sexual orientation, but it's still
maintained that they cannot get
married. That is just wrong to
me, because what happens when
you're a gay couple who loves
their faith and their church, and
wants so desperately to get married
in the church, but you're turned
away? I can't imagine anything
more painful than that. I think
it's also hypocritical because we
have so many teachings on love
and acceptance, and yet we can't
put that positive energy out in the
world."
i

"I think Pope Francis has been a gift to the Church
and to the world. His gift of compassion and
mercy for all is so visible that he has captured the
attention and imagination of all people."
- Monsignour Dillabough
even without, because he has such
great influence," Harrington said.
While Harrington is a faithful
Catholic, she reveals this was not
always the case.
"There was a period of a few
years where I did [stray from the
Church]," Harrington said. "I was
diagnosed with an eating disorder
and all the things that come with
it (depression, anxiety, etc.) I
couldn't understand why God
would let something so horrible
happen to someone like me, and
for the longest time I hated the
idea of an all-loving, all-powerful
being that would let me suffer and
live through that. I refused to go
to church, I openly admitted my
hate for God and I couldn't stand
people talking to me about the
subject."
While Harrington has since
returned to Catholicism with the
influence of friends, she finds that
the appeal of Pope Francis might
not be enough to summon exCatholics back to the Church.
"There are some people that
have had experiences that have just
pushed them to far," Harrington
said. "From personal experience, 1
can tell you that it is really difficult
to return to the church after you've
had an issue with it. However, 1
do think that the Catholic Church
being lead in a less conservative
direction will bring more people

Michael
Lovette-Colyer
appeared on a news station last
week to discuss the pope. He
explained that he is in awe of how
simple yet encompassing the pope
has been.
"It is so important that
he cannot be reduced to being
progressive or liberal," LovetteColyer said.
Monsignor
Daniel
Dillabough is the vice president
of mission and ministry at USD,
working
for
the
university
since 1998. He believes that it
is important to recognize Pope
Francis for what he is actually
doing, rather than what people
think he is doing.
"It is important to begin by
realizing that the pope is not coming
from a place of trying to lobby for
political positions but rather for a
pastoral visit to a country he has
never visited," Dillabough said.
"He will be emphasizing the theme
of mercy that he has chosen for the
upcoming Holy Year. Related to
this the Holy Father has addressed
some processes or practices in
the Catholic Church trying to
bring home the message. He has
simplified the annulment process,
made absolution for abortion more
pastorally sensitive, and called for
care for creation and the dignity of
all persons. Various groups have
tried to politicize some of these or

read more into his statements."
Dillabough explains his own
opinion of Pope Francis.
"I think Pope Francis has
been a gift to the Church and to
the world," Dillabough said. "His
gift of compassion and mercy for
all is so visible that he has captured
the attention and imagination of
all people. His example of gospel
simplicity and care for the poor
has challenged us all to think
about how we care for people
especially the disenfranchised, the
marginalized and the persecuted."
Dillabough
continued
explaining how
USD being
Catholic ties into the pope's
messages.
"As a Catholic university
I think that the pope's witness
challenges us to do what we are
called to do, what a university is
supposed to do: search for the
truth, a truth that ultimately leads
us to God," Dillabough said. "I
hope that our attention to Catholic
Social
Tradition
is
already
ingrained in the many ways. We
already recognize the dignity
of every person and the service
learning that helps us recognize
our responsibility for the planet
and all who live on it."
Dillabough
elaborated,
explaining that even beyond the
walls of USD, the pope causes
reflection into many outlooks,
some close to the San Diego
community.
"As a Catholic university on
the border he particularly invites
us to look at the immigration
question that confronts not only
in our country but the world,"
Dillabough said. "As he opens
the World Conference on the
Family I would be surprised if he
says anything radically different
about basic teaching on marriage
or family but rather I suspect he
will emphasize the need to support
healthy marriages and families
by helping poor families, right to
work, emigrate, and freedom of
religion."
Dillabough then elaborated
on his own opinions of Pope
Francis.
"In
my opinion, Pope
Francis invites us to dialogue, not
blind obedience, to discuss these
challenging issues not accepting
solely what our secular culture
might suggest," Dillabough said.
"I think it is a wonderful and
exciting time for the Church and
Catholic
universities
because
we have a pope who calls us to
discernment and who models what
he teaches by challenging the
status quo within the church and in
the world."
Even though Pope Francis
has now left America, his impact
on the USD community will
continue to grow. USD students
who want to become more
involved with following the pope
can go onto USD's new website
link that discusses all things Pope
Francis.
The
pope's
humanity
permeates the hearts of many
American citizens, and while
not all students are aligned with
Catholic doctrine, many Catholic
students and faculty at USD are
pleased with the pope.
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Non verbal messages
oftexting
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A text message that ends in
a period almost always implies
a serious tone nonverbally. But
why is that? When text messaging
was created, did someone write
a rule saying "Periods need to
be taken seriously?" In our very
first years of schooling, we learn
that every single sentence we
write or type must end with a
punctuation point; often with a
period. So how does the period
insinuate another meaning when
it is communicated through text?
Another
unwritten
social rule with non-verbal
messages is the read receipt. In
certain contexts, this implies that
someone is evidently ignoring us
and we are taunted by the read
receipt below the iMessage. It
may suggest that we are being
ignored, but sometimes others
are actually too busy to respond.
As
technology
evolves
over the years, so have our
digital emotions. Semicolons
with the letter P beside it have
been replaced with yellow faced
emojis sticking out their tongue.
No longer do we have to press
a button three times in order to
type out one letter. All it takes
is the press of a microphone
button
that
translates
our
words into complete sentences.
But if we are going to talk
into the micophone, we might as
well call someone on the actual
phone. Kind of a foreign concept
for many of us 21st century kids.
Yet, it is unfortunate how
we have become so consumed
with expressing our thoughts
and feelings via text message
that we often forget how to
authentically
communicate
with others. Even phone calls
sometimes seem like more of
a burden to do than just simply
having a texting conversation.
But that's just it. Are we
actually havinga real conversation
with endless lines of emoji faces
and hearts? Is it too difficult of
a task to just call a friend and
ask how their day is going rather
than getting the typical "It was
chill" text message response?
I guess the real challenge
now rests in us taking the
initiative to not let these
unwritten nonverbal messages
to screw with our brain. Rather,
we should try to communicate
with others through phone calls
so we can actually hear their
tone of voice instead of guessing
whether or not the period they
typed out is actually insinuating
an
attitude
of
annoyance.
Better yet, we should call
up a friend to actual meet up
in person and have a genuine
conversation about life.
The
more we engage in face-to-face
communication, the more we
can grow in our relationships by
physically witnessing the raw
emotions of those around us.

ASST. A&C EDITOR
ABBY GENTRY

Sullivan goes beyond the creative writing norm
LAURA TRESSEL

TAYLER REVIERE VERNINAS

A&C EDITOR
TAYLER
REVIERE VERNINAS

The word craft can mean
many different things to many
different people. To world
famous nonfiction writer, John
Jeremiah Sullivan, it refers to
magic. Specifically, the magical
process of creative writing.
On Thursday, Sept. 24,2015,
Sullivan spoke as a guest lecturer
for the Barrie Cropper Lecture on
Creative Writing. This is part of
the Lindsay J. Cropper Memorial
Writers Series, a program
organized by the Creative Writing
department here at University
of San Diego. The annual
series brings knowledgeable
writers to the school to share
their experience with students.
Halina Duraj, an English
professor at USD and director of
the Cropper Memorial Writers
Series, revealed that Sullivan
was chosen as the guest lecturer
because of students' input.
"We invited John Jeremiah
Sullivan because so many
students loved his work; we love
hearing students' suggestions
of writers to invite," Duraj said.
"It's also just fun—we bring
writers and poets who are great
at interacting with students and
faculty, and that means the events
tend to be relaxed and fun."
Sullivan is a contributing
writer for The New York
Times Magazine, as well as
GQ and Oxford American. His

honest and elaborately detailed
pieces have earned him many
recognitions
throughout
the
years, including two National
Magazine Awards, in 2003 and
2011. From dead celebrities
to
unexpected
Disneyland
adventures, Sullivan's essays
and writings evoke a sense of
magic through vivid descriptions
and
fascinating
caricatures.
The lecture was open ta the
public. Students, staff, and curious
bypassers all crowded into a
room in the Joan B. Kroc Institute
for Peace and Justice. So many
people came to learn from his
expertise that there was overflow
into the hallway, and some people
even ended up sitting on the floor.
Despite the large amount
of people who managed to pack
into the room like sardines in
a can, the crowd was silent
and intent during the lecture,
hanging on to every word and
piece of advice he offered up.
Sullivan centered the lecture
around the word 'craft', and its use
in the world of creative writing.
He explained that the many
definitions and uses throughout
the history of the word didn't
fit his philosophy of writing. In
many uses, it suggests that to
write well, one must develop
extraordinary technical skills.
Instead, he argued, the
creative writing process improves
with exposure to other great
works by great writers, and
through the author's ability to put
a spell on their reader.To him, the
only definition of the word craft
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Dr. Malachi Black, John Jeremiah Sullivan, and Dr. Halina Duraj
shared in the experience of the Barrie Cropper Lecture.
which works, is that of a sort of
magical device. It is something
that can put the reader in a trance
and draw them into the words.
Sullivan received a universal
head nod from the audience as
he explained that using different
combinations of technical writing
skills isn't as important as just
diving headfirst into the story.
"Words aren't something
we use, they're something we
live inside," Sullivan said.
Professor Duraj agreed
with
Sullivan's
focus
on
the unexpectedness of great

"I think that's what we do in an
undergraduate creative writing
emphasis; we prepare students
with the fundamental tools of
creative writing so that they're
ready to take advantage of those
lucky writing moments."
So next time students
sit down to write, they should
consider how they can captivate
their reader and fill their thoughts
with magic. Throw the notions of
formulated essays and technical
tricks out the window, and instead
just let the words guide the way.
Creative writing isn't a

creative writing, but also argued

skill to be mastered, it is a form

that skills and techniques are
important factors in the process.
"I thought Mr. Sullivan's
interpretation of the word "craft"
was fascinating...Sullivan called
it "magic" but many writers have
called it different things—you
have to be prepared," Duraj said.

of art that can make reading
the most exciting adventure of
your life. The Creative Writing
program at USD aims to inspire
thoughts like these through their
Writers Series, leaving students
with inspiration to put their
own words out into the world.

Community sing for Charleston at IPJ
MADDISON NELSON
CONTRIBUTOR

On Sept. 23, Professor
Ysaye Barnwell, PhD, led a
Community Sing for Charleston
in the Kroc Institute for Peace
and
Justice
Theatre. The
audience sang as one to unite
their voices with each other, the
voices of the past, and project
their voices into the future.
According to Barnwell,
the Civil Rights Movement
utilized singing as a weapon.
Crowds of people, multitudes of
moving mouths, sang with one
voice as they marchedin solidarity.
Barnwell who is an activist,
singer and composer with degrees
in speech pathology was a part of
the Northern Students Movement
during the Civil Rights era.
Barnwell began the
event by singing to a silent
audience. Soon enough, she
was clapping too, and the
audience slowly gained a grasp
of the rhythm and melody of the
song. Everyone experimented
with the unfamiliarity of the
beat and melody, clapping and
singing as best they could.
Barnwell stopped the
song to correct the claps so the

participants could remember
both the rhythm and the origin;
clapping as she said, "The
Charle—ston, the Charle—ston,
the Charle—ston," holding out
'Charles' to provide context
for when the claps happened.
Once comfortable with the beat,

discovered that having a sense of
identity through music allowed
her to define herself deterring
others from doing it for her.
A particular African
chant Barnwell led is sung
whenever discord exists amongst
the community, meaning that
the song can be heard for an

"Among chants, the selection also included
aching spirituals and songs sung in resistance
to brutality and injustice. Bass, tenor, alto,
and soprano layered on top of each other
to create a goose-bump inducing sound."
she invited members up onto
the stage to dance in a circle as
the rest sang with her leading.
With
that,
the
Community
Sing
for
Charleston
was
underway.
Barnwell shares that culture
is her purpose for teaching
African chants and African
American
spirituals
to
various
groups of
people.
During graduate school,
she was one of few black students
on campus living in a town in
which she was not allowed to
because of segregation. She

indeterminable
amount
of
time. The members do not
stop until all of the parts, sung
in a round, eventually come
together to create new notes
that no one is actually singing.
As soon as those
notes are heard, the community
can begin solving the discord
amongst themselves, which is
what Barnwell and her audience
were doing on Wednesday.
Among chants, the selection
also included aching spirituals
and songs sung in resistance to
brutality and injustice. Bass,

tenor, alto, and soprano layered
on top of each other to create
a goose-bump inducing sound.
Barnwell
explains
how
these selections go back to
what one puts into the world.
"We create things knowingly
and unknowingly that are bigger
than ourselves," Barnwell said.
Barnwell
supports
the idea that when people sing
together, they sing with one voice.
Sophomore Dominique
Rougeau
experienced
a
deeper relationship with those
she sang with at the event.
"What made me feel connected
was the action of singing together
with one body," Rougeau said.
Barnwell finds that such
movements today are relatively
silent; nobody sings anymore.
In this way there is a disconnect
between
past
and
present
movement. People come and
organize, but they lack the glue
to hold them together. Without
notes and rhythms to connect the
voices, how can they be heard?
The Community Sing for
Charleston provided just the place
to begin not only the dialogue
about the issues within our world
- but singing about them as well.
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Toreros' Tales of Traveling Abroad: When in Rome
JULIANA CURTIS
CONTRIBUTOR
Stories
of
amazing
study abroad adventures are
a dime a dozen. Celebrating
at Oktoberfest, snacking on a
baguette by the Eiffel Tower,
posing in front of the Berlin
Wall; these are the moments we
eagerly share to show off our new
status of cultured world travelers.
However, we often skip
over the not-so-picture-perfect
moments when telling the best
tales of abroad. But if I've
learned anything in the past
month while I've been abroad
so far, it's that the best and most
memorable moments
aren't
going to make it on lnstagram.
For example, my first day
m the beautiful city of Rome

was slightly less than ideal. After
filing a claim for my lost suitcase
at the airport, 1 drove to my
apartment in a taxi where I left
my cellphone on the seat. Later,
J went out with my roommates,

about the morning after. Plus,
the added exercise is appreciated
given all the gelato we consume.
Despite
these
small
grievances,
nothing
could
drown out the excitement 1 felt

"Abroad isn't all posed moments and
thrilling adventures; it's real life and it can
be terrifying, exciting, and hilarious all at
the same time."
only to get lost on our way back.
We ended up walking seven
miles in the wrong direction
and finally came back at 4 a.m.
covered in bug bites, blisters,
and bruises. It wasn't exactly
the kick-off I had pictured, but
it gave us something to laugh

Photo Courtesy of Juliana Curtis/Facebook

Toreros currently exploring the foreign cultures of Rome.

to be in a different country for
the first time. Yes, that first day
will probably go down as the
biggest fail of a day ever, but it
instilled an odd sense of humor
in me that would serve me well
through many more abroad fails.
Thinking outside the box of
typical abroad destinations, we
decided to buy tickets to the first
ever Lollapalooza music festival
held in Europe. All summer we
were looking forward to Berlin,
the artists, and obviously our
outfits. After attending Coachella
this past year, I was under the
impression that any music
festival I go to would feature
the typical festival style of crazy
clothes, face paint, and flash tats.
Under this assumption,
I arrived at Lolla completely
decked out in my festival attire
only to find almost every other
person there in jeans and T-shirts.
American students typically are
not themost well-received people
abroad, and it definitely does not

Photo Courtesy of Juliana Curtis/ ratebook

Students are all smiles as they cruise through the Italian coast.
help when you're dressed like
an idiot among thousands of
people. However, that did not
stop me or my friends, as we
finished off the weekend proudly
clad in our tie dye. Maybe the
festival-goers will even pick
up on our Western trends.
Some more spoilers to
continue the reality of being
abroad: hostels are gross and
typically smell of the last guests'
body odor, 17-hour bus rides to
Croatia are not always a great
idea, phones left in German
taxis do not get returned, group
projects are even harder with
language barriers, and asking
to split the check will get you a
dirty look and quick dismissal.
To be fair, though, there
are many factors of life abroad

in Rome that are not celebratec
as much as they should be
For starters: it is 100 percent
acceptable for you to eat gelatc
every single day, your professor:
want to travel just as much as
you do, you are guaranteec
to see some sort of historical
monument anywhere you go
and you can literally go out
to dinner at midnight any day
Abroad isn't all posec
moments
and
thrilling
adventures; it's real life anc
it can be terrifying, exciting
and hilarious all at the same
time. For every failure, there
have been countless moments
of pure joy. Also, if all else
fails I know gelato has my
back, and with that knowledge
I think I'll make it through

Royal Blood puts on a performance fit for a king
MATTHEW ROBERSON
SPORTS EDITOR

On Friday, Sept. 25 the
House of Blues concert venue
nestled in the heart of San Diego
was energized by a rush of blood.
Royal Blood, a two-piece rock
ensemble from England, invaded
the stage and rocked the crowd
as if they were actual royalty.
With their hard, blues
rock sound and simple twoperson dynamic of lead singer
and drummer, the band evoked
comparisons to The White Stripes
and The Black Keys. Royal Blood
entered the collective psyche of
rock and roll fans in 2013 with the
release of their first single "Out
of the Black". The B-side to that,

to show off his flowing rockstar
hair. This demographic represents
the majority of current rock
and roll supporters. Growing
up in an era littered with megabands like Nirvana, Pearl Jam,
and the Red Hot Chili Peppers,
children
of
Generation
X
maintain their angsty rocker edge.
This is not to say that
everyone in attendance was old
enough to remember Ronald
Reagan's presidency, but with
the increasing popularity of
modern rap and EDM, rock and
roll seems to have been lost on
today's college students. As any
band does, Royal Blood had a
sizeable hive of young, dedicated
super fans belting out each and
every lyric. In fact, perhaps the
most visible fan in the entire

"With their hard, blues rock sound, and
simple two-person dynamic of lead singer
and drummer, the band evoked comparisons
to The White Stripes and The Black Keys."
a song called "Come on Over",
was greeted with passionate
cheers from the crowd as soon
as the first few notes poured out
of the House of Blues speakers.
That crowd was one which
symbolized the current state
of rock and roll. Most of the
people packed into the dance
floor were adults in their 30s or
early 40s, with the occasional
elder statesmen head-banging

building was an elementaryschool aged boy perched atop
his father's shoulders, singing
along as best as he could.
Junior engineering student
Craig Wade was in attendance
for this exhilarating performance.
Coming into the night with no
prior knowledge of their music,
Wade was initially surprised
by the wide range of fans who
came out to see Royal Blood.

"At first it was weird seeing
a dad and his child at a venue
like House of Blues," Wade
said. "But then more showed
up and it just seemed normal."
For a group that emerged
from obscurity only a few
short years ago, Royal Blood
were experts at playing to their
audience. After the conclusion of
opening act Bass Drum of Death,
the headliners lingered backstage
to effectively build the hype
for their set. When they finally
stepped to the forefront, drummer
Ben Thatcher was donning a
navy blue San Diego Padres hat.
Beyond that, lead singer Mike
Kerr continually used the time in
between songs to thank the crowd
and remind them that this was
one of the band's favorite shows
they had played in America.
The two lads from Brighton,
England definitely brightened
up downtown San Diego on
this September evening. They
powered through the track list
from their self-titled debut album
Royal Blood before capping
the night off with their own
rendition of Black Sabbath's
iconic
"Iron
Man".
With
catchy, crowd-friendly songs
like "Little Monster", "Figure
it Out", and "Loose Change",
people were eager to move their
bodies and flood
themselves
with the sounds of one of rock
and roll's up and coming bands.
Wade was impressed both
by the band's resonant style
of play and the energy they

Matthew Roberson/The Vista

Lead singer, Mike Kerr, sings 'Figure It Out' for the audience.
were able to create despite
just being a two-man outfit.
"I thought they were
great,"
Wade
said. "They
put on a good performance
for only being two people!"
While
certainly
not
household names, Kerr and
Thatcher have done a lot to
get themselves recognized in a
short period of time. Since the
release of their album, which
was met with both commercial
and critical success, Royal Blood
has earned encouraging celebrity
endorsements
from
Howard
Stern, Arctic Monkeys,.and even
Jimmy Page of Led Zeppelin.
Page told NME Magazine, a
British publication, that he has
high hopes for the two young men.
"I went to hear them |Royal
Blood] in New York," Page said.

"They were fantastic, absolutely
riveting. Their album has taken
the genre up a serious few
notches. It's so refreshing to hear,
because they play with the spirit
of the things that have preceded
them. You can hear they're going
to take rock into a new realm. It's
music of tremendous quality."
With such high praise from
a rock legend, Royal Blood
serves as a potential bridge from
the revolutionary sounds of the
1960s and 70s into a new era of
rock and roll. If their fans were
any indication, Royal Blood is
making music that transcends age
and gender. Brighton, England
has produced a musical duo
capable of unifying people who
grew up worshipping Jimmy
Page with people young enough
to be Page's grandchildren.
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Are you happy
and healthy?
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JAMIE EDDY

@jamieddyy

Life is Beautiful music festival

Music and art festival receives positive response from USD students

Ml

JAMIE EDDY
FEATURE EDITOR

At the end of every
conversation with my dad he
asks the same question, "Are
you happy and healthy?" This
is important. Happiness and
health are the keys to success,
prosperity,
and
longevity.
B eing active and eating well
are the two biggest components
within these two larger concepts.
For me, these are daily rituals
that are now habit because I've
made them my priority. Not
only is it the highlight of my
day, but it also makes me feel
better physically and mentally.
University of San Diego
students are incredibly active,
adventurous,
and
healthconscientious. USD students
place wellness at a higher
regard than many other schools
around the country. This is
probably attributed to the fact
that we live by the beach, have
access to top quality food, and
are given unlimited resources
to physical activity facilities.
Wildfire, previously known
as Fitn, is a fitness app that I
frequent and swear by. The app
gives users access to thousands
of gyms, studios, facilities, and
outdoor amenities. Some of
these amenities include stand up
paddleboard, kayaking, sunrise
yoga, boot camp, barre, Pilates,
indoor cycling, all day gym
passes and more. Each location
offers a welcoming atmosphere
of motivated people who
maintain a desire to be physically
fit and aware of their bodies.
A few personal favorites
include
Yoga
Tropics,
SparkCycle, Point Loma Sports
Club, Pure Barre, Pilates Plus
PB, and the Wellness Lounge.
The only setback with it
is that it is expensive, a steep
price of $150 per month. To be
fiscally reasonable with regards
to a college budget, you have to
go 4 to 5 times a week in order
to profit. However, friends who
use the app say the upside to
the expense is increased fitness,
feeling well, and increased
daily energy. These are all
elements I believe to contribute
to a positive day. If you are
able to pay for this yourself or
compromise 50/50 with your
parents, then it may be worth it!
Another upside to the app is
if you have to miss the class you
signed upfor, you must look at the
studio or facilities cancellation
policy. If you skip out on a class,
you will most likely be hit with
a no show or cancellation fee
of $10 to $15. This cancellation
aspect encourages users to
go in order to avoid fees.
These days, there are
countless exercise apps that offer
similar methods, such as Class
Pass, in addition to gyms that
offer their own variety of classes
and workout routines. Many of
them offer package deals when
you sign up, so take advantage
of these fantastic ways of
staying happy and healthy.
It sends a powerful message
when students are so motivated
to maintain personal nutrition
and wellness, and USD students
are top tier when it comes staying
happy and healthy. Keep it up.
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One of 15 city blocks that was shut down for the Life is Beautiful music, art, and culinary festival.
JAMIE EDDY
FEATURE EDITOR

This
past
weekend,
many USD students attended
the musical festival, Life is
Beautiful.Students who attended
reacted positively toward the
fusion of art, music, and food.
Stevie Wonder, Kendrick
Lamar, Major Lazer, Glass
Animals, Florence and the
Machine, Thievery Corporation,
X Ambassadors, Rebelution,
and Giraffage are just a few of
the musicians and groups that
performed this past weekend
at the music and art festival.
Life is Beautiful was
held in sin city, Las Vegas,
offering three days of non-stop
beats and good vibes from 70
chart-topping musical acts.
This music festival offers a
rare experience for attendees,
similar to the likes of Coachella
and Outside Lands, as well as
our very own KABOO in San
Diego last month. This festival
combined
music,
artwork
and interactive installations,
prize giveaways, multicultural
food selections, and games.
The event, held in the heart
of downtown Las Vegas, shut
down 15 city blocks for music
goers to run around between
the four stages. The venue also
offered VIP areas, toddler play
spaces, and an environment
that encouraged a welcoming
atmosphere for all
ages.

The music offered a
mixture of genres that appealed
to a wide-ranging audience.
Rap,
acoustic,
hip-hop,
alternative rock, deep house,
pop and reggae music were all
represented. Most importantly,
Life is Beautiful brought
together old school, new school,

strong the art scene would be.
"It was beautiful to see
how involved the artists were
when interacting with L.I.B.
attendees," Reid said. "They
were super willing to talk
to people about their work,
giving out their business
cards, stickers, and other

"Glass Animals, Porter Robinson, Thievery
Corporation, and Cashmere Cat were a few of
my favorites, but honestly there were so many
fantastic performers who all just danced and
-Alexandria Piccinini
killed it on stage,"
up and coming, and well-known
artists who absolutely rocked
out, making the crowds go
wild. The stages were all within
walking distance, however,
had just enough space between
them so one group or artist
didn't
overpower
another.
Consensus from some
USD students noted that the
musicians who performed put on
memorable shows, which they
believe will ultimately help to
bring back people for next year.
The art scene thrived.
Festival Goers were shocked
by the interactive artwork and
installations, along with the
artists actually being present
to break down and answer
questions about their work.
Senior Claire Reid, a
USD Art History major, was
even more inclined to attend
the festival after hearing how

cool
takeaways. Definitely
a climax from the weekend
that I was not anticipating."
The many artists and
creators showcased their work
in the ART MOTEL, an old,
rundown motel that is now used
for the purposes of the music
festival. This experience was
curated by John Doffing. Doffing
is well known for his recent
'Painted Rooms' exhibit at the
Hotel des Arts in San Francisco.
It is unclear if the space
will be refurbished in the future.
As of now, the space works in
a cohesive manner with the
rest of the festival elements.
SeniorAlexandraPiccinini,
Another Planet Entertainment
employee reflected on her
culinary and art experience.
"The food and art were
unlike anything I've seen at a
festival. I ate a mouth watering

grilled cheese, drank some
good beer and Moscow mules.
It's so different but cool seeing
the contrast between the art
installations during the day and
at night, but my favorites were
the large-scale murals. This
was my second year attending
and they really went all out."
The Culinary Village is
unlike any traditional food
service used at a festival, giving
Life is Beautiful a unique twist.
The Culinary Village boasted
some of the country's top chefs
and local hotspots from the Las
Vegas city area. In addition, the
Alchemy Garden served up tasty
craft cocktails, had numerous
draft beer choices, and a
mixture of red and white wine.
Piccinini
went
on
to describe
the music.
"Glass
Animals,
The
Magician, Porter Robinson,
Thievery
Corporation, and
Cashmere Cat were a few of
my favorites, but honestly
there were so many fantastic
performers who all just danced
and killed it on stage," Piccinini
said. "Stage presence always
gets me because they are so
good at attracting crowds."
With so many musical
festivals going on this semester
it can be difficult to decide which
shows to attend and invest into.
So far, Life is Beautiful had a
strong positive verdict from
attendees, representing artists
across
multiple
platforms,
art,
music,
and
cuisine.

Jamie Eddy/The Vista

Massive letter blocks spelt out Life is Beautiful, acting as one of the center pieces for group photo ops.
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OUTDOOR NATION ON CAMPUS CHAMJIGI
It's inevitable that many students at USD spend a large majority of their time outdoors. USD is encouraging this active lifestyle to get outside and showcase your
adventurous side.
Outdoor Nation's On Campus Challenge was introduced to USD this September. The assistant director of Outdoor Adventures, Mark Ceder, is looking for students,
staff, teachers, and alumni to increase awareness and funds by promoting this innovative take of staying active and involved on and off campus.
By participating, students have the opportunity to experience outdoor adventure trips and win cool prizes. This week's raffle prize is an $100 gift card to Adidas and
next week will include Coleman camping gear and Osprey backpacks.
, . / jgg

Senior Rosalie Plofchan is an OA employee and was last week's prize winner.
"The raffle prizes are great. Every item is top quality and from some of the most respected outdoor brands like North Face, REI, and Osprey. The On Campus challenge
is a great way to document your weekly activities and look back on all the fun things you did outside."
-Rosalie Plofchan
Outdoor Nation combines every nature-esque activity you could imagine, from rock climbing to boogie-boarding in the ocean. Through their program, they praise
ambitious individuals to get active and interact with others who have a similar drive. Outdoor Nation is a non-profit organization dedicated to connecting millennials
and others with the outdoors, as well as upholding a goal for adventure-seekers to participate in new and unfamiliar settings.
The Outdoor Nation ambassadors and leadership team are adventure advocates, as well as mentors.
"We stand for nature and we stand for adventure. We stand for climbing, hiking, surfing, and singing. We stand for dirt under our fingernails and sand between our toes.
We believe in the power and passion of the Millennial Generation, and we stand for whatever you stand for. We are artists. We are activists. We are explorers, dreamers,
students, and teachers. We are Outdoor Nation. And we want to help you change the world."
-Outdoor Nation
Currently, USD is participating in a six-week contest with the potential to win a National Outdoor Champion award. Students, teachers, staff, alumni, and anyone else
interested in participating, have until Oct. 17 to sign up and begin posting photos.
Mark Ceder has worked to get the word out to people on campus, including staff and teachers.
"I am excited by the challenge. The passion for the outdoors and school spirit demonstrated by those participating is amazing. USD is currently in fifth place and we
want to finish in the top 5 nationally. Our goal is to have over 500 people participate in the challenge and we have not achieved that yet, but we are working on it."
-Mark Ceder
This is how it works: Register onto the Outdoor Nation website (it takes 60 seconds), take a photo of any outdoor activity performed for a minimum of 30 minutes,
and post it to your personal page. After posting, an email confirmation will be sent out notifying participants about whether or not a particular activity earned points.
Ceder is excited about USD's potential to move up to a nationally ranked spot.
"The campus challenge has reminded us to get outside and active every day. We want to see USD students live life to the fullest. Find your passion. Make the most of
your time at USD. Learn to identify the trees and plants on campus. Hike in Tecelote Canyon. Explore the 70 miles of beaches in San Diego. Enjoy the numerous parks
around town. Eat dinner at a Farmer's Market. Have an adventure."
-Mark Ceder
The goal is to gain recognition for all the outdoor activities our campus participates in on a weekly basis. The department emphasizes that the program has the
potential to connect individuals at USD and make lasting memories in our community.
Get outside and do something active. Take a selfie. Post your pic to the oncampuschallenge.org to get fit and win stuff.

Photo Courtesy of Mark Ceder Associate Director/Outdoor Adventure
Design Courtesy of Nora Brewington/The Vista and Kelly Kennedy/The Vista
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Apps to make your
life easier
HENLEY DOHERTY
ASST. BUSINESS EDITOR

@ralphlaurhen

ASST. BUSINESS EDITOR
HENLEY DOHERTY

@ diegotothemoon

@ralphlaurhen

Volkswagen under scrutiny
Students share their views on Volkswagen's latest scandal
DIEGO LUNA
BUSINESS EDITOR

@diegotothemoon
As a college student,
you have to balance classes,
internships, and somehow manage
to feed yourself without breaking
the bank. It's fair to say that even
the smallest conveniences can
be a big help with keeping your
life organized and less stressful.
There are some great
opportunities right at your
fingertips
to help you stay
organized: apps made for and
inspired by college students
themselves. These are some
lesser-known apps that can help
to make your life a lot easier.
If you don't have a car on
campus, or just don't feel like
driving to get food yourself, apps
such as Postmates, GrubHub,
and EAT24 allow you to make
an order from a restaurant, and
representatives deliver the food
right to your door. The costs run
relatively low and are based on
how far the restaurant is from your
house, apartment, or dorm room.
However, if you're spending
too much money on ordering
food, apps such as Mint and CashStrapped make budgeting your
money a piece of cake. You can
easily keep track of your spending
and can even set daily, weekly,
or monthly goals for yourself to
make sure that your money lasts.
These apps are a great way to
help you be mindful of whether
you're enough money every
week to buy the important things
in your time as a USD student,
especially coffee and acai bowls.
There is also an app called
Duolingo that makes it easy to
study for your language classes.
Duolingo allows you to practice
your language skills, offering
such languages as Italian, French,
German, and several others.
You can practice vocabulary,
grammar rules, and even your
pronunciation skills out loud
with the app's recording feature.
Apps like Flashcards+ and
StudyBlue similarly allow you to
study on the go. With these, you
can easily make virtual flashcards
to memorize vocabulary. Not only
do they help save paper, but these
apps make it convenient to be able
to study your vocabulary words
wherever you are, whenever you
want, without having to worry
about carrying a big stack of
flashcards around with you. You
can swipe through your virtual
cards on the tram on the way to
class, and as a way to refresh your
memory right before a test or quiz.
There are a lot of great
options for apps available, but
these are some that I have found
to be the most pertinent to college
students. Best of all, they're all
free. These apps can be a major
help in allowing you to save a
lot of time and money during
your time as a student at USD.

BUSINESS EDITOR
DIEGO LUNA

Recent
investigations
show that Volkswagen willingly
encrypted software that produced
misleading emissions reports.
People who thought they were
driving environmentally-friendly
cars were lied to by Volkswagen.
The German automaker has
undergone scrutiny these past
weeks. Regulators in several
European countries have opened
investigations causing criticism on
Volkswagen's ethical procedures.
Students at the University
of San Diego share their views
on the current tensions involving
Volkswagen's latest scandal.
Every year Volkswagen
releases a Group Sustainability
Report.
Volkswagen's
2015
sustainability report mentions
that environmental experts are
involved from initial design
operations throughout the entire
life of a Volkswagen in order to
create the best possible terms for
protecting the climate, conserving
resources, and protecting health.
One of Volkswagen's main
troubles was revealed when West
Virginia University performed
a routine research that exposed
VW's emissions problem. West
Virginia's study revealed that
Volkswagen's diesel vehicles
were emitting pollutants far more
than they were supposed to. In fact
certain models were polluting 35
times the legal limit. These results
then got sent to the Environmental
Protection
Agency
(EPA)
The
EPA
accused

Volkswagen
of
deliberately
flouting U.S air-pollution by
installing software on nearly

USD shared his thoughts on
Volkswagen and its engineers.
Reynolds
is
concerned

"This scandal makes me doubt car companies,
1 think there should be a level of transparency
between car makers and the end customer."
500,000 U.S sold cars to mislead
government emissions testing.
Volkswagen
later
admitted that 11 million cars
contained the same software
that dodged emission standards.
VW has put aside $7-billion
to address angry car owners.
When
asked
about
Volkswagen's current issues,
students at USDgave their insights
and did not hold back on shining
light on the subject at hand.
USD
Junior,
Jennette
Morrison
drives
a
2012
Volkswagen Jetta. Volkswagen
cars have long been part of
the Morrison family. Morrison
thinks family tradition is just
as important as truthfulness.

about the people involved in large
operations, including engineers.
"This scandal makes me
doubt car companies, 1 think there
should be a level of transparency
between car makers, the end
customer, and even engineers,"

"The EPA accused Volkswagen of deliberately
flouting U.Sair-pollutionby installing misleading
software on nearly 500,000 U.S sold cars."
Reynolds said, "When money is
involved, the truth is hard to get,
that's why I stuck to engineering."
In the course of a week,
Volkswagen's CEO quit and a
new one was appointed, V W stock
fell 20 percent, and Switzerland

"Quality and trust mean
right thing when no one
"My mom's first car was
a 1984 Volkswagen and she
loves it," Morrison said. "My
parent's bought me a Jetta
after graduating high school. I
just feel it's a shame that VW
(Volkswagen) wasn't entirely
honest with their customers
because people like my mom
pay homage to their first car. It's
just better say the truth upfront."
Junior Maxwell Reynolds,
an
engineering
major
at

fueled cars may no longer be
held as an industry standard.
"This could
spell an
end to the long love affair
with the fuel in the European
Union, the region where diesel
is most widely adopted and
developed," Warburton said.
Students at USD know
that diesel fueled cars get better
fuel-economy for that cruise
to the beach. However, is this
reason good enough for students
to be passive on the situation?
European
cars
are
a
have a major presence in

doing the
is looking."

is
considering
banning
Volkswagen diesel car sales.
Another of main issue in
the Volkswagen scandal is that
the majority of their vehicles run
on diesel fuel. Diesel fueled cars
make up50 percent of automobiles
in the European Union. While in
America, diesel fueled cars show
less than 20 percent market share.
Max
Warburton,
an
auto analyst at Sanford C.
Bernstein
hints that diesel

the USD community. These
cars look, sound, and feel
great and some students find
themselves
mesmerized
by
the presence of these cars.
Although
these
cars
look great, the image of the
car is also impacted by the
way automakers handle social
issues such as the one caused
by the Volkswagen scandal.
The issue of truth and
transparency is the common
denominator
for
students
that recognize issues with
Volkswagen . One can only hope
that all car makers will learn
from the Volkswagen scandal and
remain truthful to all customers.
In the words of the late
business magnate Henry Ford,
"Quality and trust mean doing
the right thing when no one is
looking." VW may need to listen
actively in order to fix these issues.

Flickr Creative Commons/Gary Lauzon

The Volkswagon brand may need to regain customer trust.
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The new smart card: Chip edition
HENLEY DOHERTY

ASST. BUSINESS EDITOR
@ralphlaurhen

Paying with your credit
card is usually a pretty simple
thing to do at the store: you
just swipe your card through a
machine, sign your name, and go.
However, this process may start
to get a bit more complicated.
Credit and debit cards are
all being updated with a new
chip sensor to be used when
paying, as opposed to the swipe
bar on the back of cards that most
of us are used to using. Now,
instead of swiping your card
to pay through the card reader,
chip cards require that you insert
your card into the machine for
around 10 seconds. This may
not seem like a long amount of
time to wait, but this new process
takes noticeably longer than the
typically swipe-and-go payment
method we are all used to.
The reason behind this
switch to chip cards, also
known as smart cards, is due
to the high levels of credit card
fraud seen with big businesses,
most recently in 2014 with
large-scale fraud targeted at
Target stores across the nation.
The chip card is meant
to keep people from stealing
credit
card
information,
preventing them from creating
counterfeit credit card copies.
The chip cards are made to
conceal credit card data so that

a card's information cannot be
copied or stolen. This new type
of credit card has already become
standard in most other countries
because of the high security and
protection that they provide, yet
the U .S. is in the beginning phases
of implementing this new system.
There have been a lot of
large-scale credit card fraud
cases, most recently with large
store chains such as Target
and Home Depot. With these
new
chips,
counterfeiting

adjustment we are having to
face," said Velez. "Right now,
it's less efficient, but once we all
get adjusted to it, it will become
more efficient. It's being used
in Europe and in other parts of
the world, and it works fine for
them. The U.S. is one of the
last countries to implement the
chips on credit cards, we just
have to get used to it and keep
up with the rest of the world."
Velez
also
sees
the
benefit that the new smart

scale fraud may make the new
smart chip cards seem like a great
new innovation. However, there
are several complications with
the chip cards that are making
the payment process at stores a
little less convenient than usual.
The new chips on credit
cards can definitely slow the
process of paying at the store.
Because not everyone currently
has the chip credit cards, this
has led to a lot of confusion
and slower lines at places like

the grocery store and Target.
Senior
Kay
Bayles
studies business and is also an
international student. Based on
her own experience of living
in several countries across the
globe, Bayles has witnessed

international businesses with
the new chip cards, and sees
the benefit in implementing
them as a global standard.
"I think it's a positive
transition, especially for people
who also live outside of the
U.S.," Bayles said. "Currently,
it's only American companies
that don't use this system, and
most worldwide banks do use it.
Fraud is only going to increase,
so to stop that, we need to
change something, and even if
that means a slower processing
device for when we swipe credit
cards, it's just what we and the
rest of the world have to do."
For business students at
USD, especially those pursuing
international
business, these
new chip cards are important to
take into account, considering
that they are currently providing
businesses across the globe with
greater protection against fraud.
While this new transition has
created some confusion and less
efficiency at stores in the U.S.,
the payment process with the new
cards should speed up as the chip
card becomes" more standard.
As Velez and Bayles
explained,
this
new
chip
technology will allow for greater
protection against fraud, most
notably for businesses in the
U.S. and on the global front.
In the coming years, USD
graduates in the business world
may see a downward trend
in fraud with the businesses

first-hand

VfvaY Vfvey

Flickr Creative Commons/tales of a wandering youkai

Credit cards with chip sensors are becoming the global standard.
credit cards is intended to
be
eradicated
completely.
Senior
Maxine
Velez
is in favor of the new chips
on the cards and thinks that
in time, there will be less
inefficiency with the chip cards.
"I think that this is just an

cards have for large businesses.
"Because it protects more
against fraud,it isespecially useful
for companies and businesses,"
Velez said. "The chips can
offer them greater protection
against
large-scale
fraud."
The prevention of large-
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Getting back to the
heart of listening
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Pope Francis: Christian Changemaker
His Holiness' visit to the U.S. brings joy; humility, and love

GIANNA CARAVETTA
OPINION EDITOR

The very natureof hearing and
listening are inherently different.
Hearing is the passive action
of perceiving an auditory message.
Listening is the active process of
making sense of a message. Hearing
is involuntary and requires little
to no effort. Listening involves
being engaged in a conversation.
Scientifically
speaking,
hearing is the mechanical process
by which sound waves are
converted into chemical signals.
Listening involves the reception
of sound by use of the prefrontal
cortex, which is responsible for
making judgments and decisions.
As a culture, we have
incorrectly used the two terms
interchangeably, as if there is no
distinction between them. Hearing
is only one part of effective
communication. We also have
to decode the auditory message.
We
have
become
a
paradoxical society of distracted,
self-professed multi-taskers. We
say that we hear what someone
has said to us even in the midst of
distractions, yet hearing is not what
the person is asking for. Maybe it's
that we just don't realize that the
only way our hearing is impaired
is by physical, physiological,
and psychological noise. This
noise is something such as a
loud lawnmower, your stomach
rumbling in hunger, or thoughts
about tomorrow. Plus, let's face it,
multi-tasking is a logical fallacy:
we simply cannot be fully present
to multiple people simultaneously.
What we are implicitly called
to do is to listen, to be present
and intentional as a contributing
part of a conversation. We aren't
called to solve people's problems
or to change behaviors, attitudes,
or values. First century Greek
philosopher Epictetus sums this
up perfectly saying, "We have two
ears and one mouth so that we can
listen twice as much as we speak."
We are all desperately longing for
someone, not just to hear what we
have to say, but, rather, to listen
actively as we either bare our souls
or share the desires of our hearts.
We need to get back to the
heart of listening. We have to be
more proactively assertive, kindly
declaring that our words and
our feelings have value and are
important. We cannot be afraid
that the other person will be too
embedded in a text conversation,
in another world of thoughts, or
any other slew of distractions.
We
all
participate
in
conversations in our daily lives, so
it is our responsibility to contribute
value to the silence. We must not
be preoccupied with distractions.
We must give our time, attention,
and care compassionately and
lovingly. Time may be money,
but it's also invaluable, so don't
waste it with distraction. Listen.
Be present in each and every
moment you're in. Don't just
give eye contact and auditorily
hear what the person in front of
you is saying. Listen attentively.
Our relationships will look
much greater and deeper if we
put the screen down, turn our
attention and eyes toward the
person, and listen. Who knows,
we might be just what that person
needed, a kind and generous
set of ears ready to listen to the
ailments of heart, mind, or soul.

GIANNA CARAVETTA
OPINION EDITOR

@giannacara

As
a
changemaker
following
Christ's
example,
a 'Christian Changemaker' is
called to be a humble servant
of the good Lord above who
leads by example and who is
self-sacrificial love in action.
The University of San
Diego itself, with its Catholic
mission
and
'Changemaker'
designation, is committed to

has been in the U.S. for the past
several days, and his flock is
evermore patient and hopeful
to hear the good news and to be
in his presence. The profound
words that Pope Francis speaks
have given wisdom and strength,
joy and fortitude to innumerable
Catholics and non-Catholics alike.
People of all walks of life are
inspired not only by his message,
but also by his example in living
accordance to God's will and
with the Fruits of the Holy Spirit.

"We are all called to be Changemakers [...],
whether that means serving the poor and vulner
able, loving your neighbor with a self-emptying
kind of love, or living a humble and others-focused
life."
fostering an environment in
which students are prepared to be
compassionate leaders, to serve
our broken world, and to live
bravely in the fight for justice.
One
of
the
greatest
Christian
Changemakers
of
our
contemporary
time
is
Pope Francis, the leader of the

In his opening remarks to the
pontiff as he arrived at the White
House, U.S. President Barack
Obama explained that Pope
Francis is absolutely beloved.
"But yet the excitement
around your visit, Holy Father,
must be attributed not only to
your role as Pope, but to your

Catholic Church. Pope Francis

unique qualities as a person,"

is calling us to be more, to do
more, and to live holier lives.
As Father James Mallon
said at the Los Angeles Religious
Education Congress last year,
there has been a trend with our
last three pontiffs, one in which
each pope's ministry is building
on one another exponentially
about being God's love in action.
Pope John Paul II taught us,
'This is what we believe'; Pope
Benedict XVI taught us, 'This
is why we believe'; and Pope
Francis is teaching us, 'Now,
go do it.' Pope Francis' visit to
the United States this past week
was nothing short of exclaiming
that we are called to live this
love and joy out passionately.
His Holiness Pope Francis

Obama said. "In your humility,
your embrace of simplicity, in
the gentleness of your words, and
the generosity of your spirit, we
see a living example of Jesus'
teachings, a leader whose moral
authority comes not just through
words but also through deeds."
Pope Francis is indeed
a moral authority, one who
challenges us, and Obama
especially, to hold firm
to
American
core
values
of
religious liberty, to dialogue
toward peace, and to protect the
poor, vulnerable, and oppressed.
As he addressed a joint
session of Congress, Pope
Francis called Congress, and, by
extension, the American people,
to be a people willing to follow

God's will. In this, he asked
Americans to care for our common
home, to live in solidarity as a
nation of immigrants, and to love
one another,outwardly professing
and following the Golden Rule.
Pope Francis also reminded
our nation's political leaders that
their responsibility as elected
officials, as the face of the
American people, is to empower
our country to grow extensively.
"You are called to defend
and preserve the dignity of your
fellow citizens in the tireless and
demanding pursuit of the common
good, for this is the chief aim of
all politics," Pope Francis said.
"A political society endures when
it seeks, as a vocation, to satisfy
common needs by stimulating
the growth of all its members,
especially those in situations of
greater vulnerability or risk."
Emily
Reimer-Barry is
an assistant professor in the
theology and religious studies
department. As a Catholic
and a theologian, ReimerBarry welcomed Pope Francis'
messages as both a challenge to
adhere to and a breath of fresh air.
"His homilies and speeches
are grounded in a vibrant faith

here, he ditched a limo and rode
in a compact Fiat 500. In the
first canonization mass on U.S.
soil, Pope Francis canonized
Blessed Father Junipero Serra
into sainthood, the first HispanicAmerican saint. A bold and
controversial move, he recognized
the great contributions that Father
Junipero Serra made during his
time for the Catholic Church as
a protector of Native Americans.
He also stopped large
processions to hug, kiss, and
bless the children along the way,
including one little girl who
broke through the railings to give
him a letter, hoping he might
help her immigrant parents. Pope
Francis got out of his car as he
was riding through town to go
kiss and to bless disabled persons
on multiple occasions. He made
an unexpected trip to visit and
to pray with the Little Sisters of
the Poor, a sign of support for the
nuns currently suing the Obama
administration because they refuse
to violate their religious beliefs
by providing birth control and
contraceptives to their workers.
Pope Francis prayed over
the victims of the 9/11 terrorist
attacks and left a single white

"Pope Francis is indeed a moral authority, one
who challenges us, and Obama especially, to hold
firm to American core values of religious liberty,
to dialogue toward peace, and to protect the poor,
vulnerable, and oppressed."
tradition, but he is adapting
that tradition creatively in the
present," Reimer-Barry said.
"His social witness is challenging
for those of us who need to make
significant lifestyle changes to
live out the call to protect the
environment and sacrifice luxury
goods and to embrace simplicity
and deep joy. The pope's agenda
does not neatly fit into any U.S.
political categories. His message
is both uplifting and challenging.
It is so refreshing to see."
Pope Francis said that this
responsibility is one to which they
have all been invited and called,
one they must thoroughly live out.
In his address to the United
Nations
General
Assembly,
Pope Francis tackled issues
from global inequity and threats
to all forms of life. The pontiff
elaborated that global inequity
is incongruent with true freedom
and
effective
leadership.
"To enable these real men
and women to escape from
extreme poverty, we must allow
them to be dignified agents of their
own destiny," Pope Francis said.
The
other
apparent
presentations of His Holiness'
changemaking are much less
showy and much more subtle.
From the first moments he was

rose in honor of those lives we
lost 14 years ago this month.
He put his arm around House
Speaker John Boehner's arm and
pleaded him to please pray for
him. Pope Francis stopped at Our
Lady Queen of Angels school in
East Harlem, New York, where he
conducted schoolchildren singing
the song ' Make Me a Channel of
Your Peace,' the Peace Prayer of
Saint Francis of Assisi, his patron
and namesake. He even ditched
his prepared political speech for
an off-the-cuff message about
beauty, truth, and goodness at
the World Meeting of Families
in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
In all of his travels thus far.
Pope Francis remains a humble
servant, the leader of his Church
but not a haughty display of
authority. He dispels any and all
sorts of predispositions that, in
the Church, the pope is mostly a
figurehead instructing the faithful
what to do but not actually
walking accordingly. In doing so,
he gives us the agency and desire
to live our lives in good faith. This
life is one that actively supports
what we preach, a life he has
given us innumerable examples,
especially this past week in each
of these instances, of how to live.

See FRANCIS, Page 13
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Nurse Kelley Johnson's Miss America monologue inspires many
The USD community is grateful for its unsung hero, nurses
ALLISON MCINNIS
ASST. OPINION EDITOR

@allisonmcinnis_
Upon hearing the words
'Miss America Pageant,' we
automatically think of long
gowns, flashy jewelry, and
women with interesting talents.
It is not typically thought of
as a forum for serious topic.
However, this year proved our
initial
assumptions
wrong.
Kelley
Johnson,
Miss
Colorado 2015 and former
valedictorian from Grand View
University, has a talent that she
thought needed to be shared. It
was neither juggling nor singing;
instead, it was her passion for
being a nurse. She came out onto
the stage wearing scrubs and a
stethoscope with her hair swept
up into an everyday ponytail.
Johnson spoke about her
experiences being a nurse,
and how one particular patient
changed her view of nursing
forever.
After
telling
her
patient, Joe, that she couldn't
do a myriad of things that a
doctor could do because she's
'just a nurse,' he came back
with a life changing response.
'"Although you say it
all the time, you are not just a
nurse,"' Johnson said. "'You are
my nurse, and you have changed

my life because you have cared
about me.' That's when it hit
me: patients are people with
family and friends, and 1 don't
want to be a nurse that ever
pretends. Joe reminded me that
day that I'm a lifesaver. I'm
never going to be 'just a nurse.'"
Many of those who listened
to her speech, both at home on
TV or live in Atlantic City, New
Jersey, wiped their teary eyes after
her thought-provoking speech.
The audience rose to give her a
standing ovation, and she left the
stage with her head held high.
Her
autobiographical
monologue has received its fanshare of attention. The morning
after she presented it, the women
of The View, particularly host
Michelle Collins, commented
negatively on her attire and
her performance in general.
"But then there was a girl
who wrote her own monologue,
and I was like 'Turn the volume
up, this is going be amazing.
Let's listen,'" Collins said. "She
came out in a nurse's uniform and
basically read her emails out loud
and shockingly did not win. I
swear to God, it was hilarious. She
helps patients with Alzheimer's,
which I know is not funny,
but I swear you had to see it."
These
insensitive
comments have caused a major

KB

backlash across social media.
The hashtags #nursesunite and
#NursesShareYourStethoscopes
have started to spread within
hours, and nurseseverywhere were
excited to clarify just how wrong
the women of The View were.
The
backlash
included
veteran nurses sharing their
anger toward the comments.
Kaplan Nursing tweeted that
if being a nurse were easy,
everyone would do it. Scrubs
Magazine tweeted that doctors
manage a disease; nurses manage
your response to the disease.
Here at the University
of San Diego, we value our
nurses. We just completed the
expansion of the Hahn School
of Nursing and Health Science
to include The Betty and Bob
Beyster Institute for Nursing
Research. However, as much as
the USD community supports
its nurses and future nurses,
nurses are often not attributed
for all of the work they do.
USD
sophomore Sunit
Bhakta, upon discussion of
Johnson's speech, explained
that he believes nurses are
essential for many reasons.
"The way I look at it,
nurses are just as important as
doctors," Bhakta said. "Without
nurses, doctors couldn't do
their job because they can't

W Follow

@kimber!ybryanna

To the ignorant hosts, i may be "just a nurse" to you, but I could
be the one saving your life tomorrow. Educate yourselves.
#TheView
4:28 PM -15 Sep 2015
Photo courtesy of Twitter/@kimberlybryanna

he ladies who host The View angered many nurses with their critique of Nurse Kelley
ohnson's monologue at the Miss America 2016 Pageant.

Photo courtesy of Twitter/@MissCO2015

Kelley Johnson has appeared on many different talk
shows after the impact of her monologue.
be

everywhere
at
once."
Many people often overlook
the nurse's role, mostly because
it is assumed that the doctor is
doing the hard work. Yet nurses
are the ones who have the time
and opportunity to connect with
the patient on a deeper level.
The doctor is busy curing your
ailment and may not have time
to get to know you and how
your struggle is affecting you.
I imagine it can be difficult
while lying in that cold and
bustling hospital, ill and scared,
thinking you have no one to turn
to. A nurse, someone who tends
to a patient's every need, whether
it be a glass of water, some Jello,
or simply a listening ear, is that
person who gets to know you.
A nurse is the one who

makes you believe it's all going
to be alright. A nurse has the
most important job when you
think about. They can make an
intense, frightening, and terrible
experience
manageable
for
each and every patient. It is an
important job, and the medical
field would be lost without it.
This discussion is not lost
on the community at USD. Our
newest nursing building is built
on the foundation that 'Nursing
Research Saves Lives,' as the
large banner across the front of the
building reads. We can often see
a man or woman walking out of
that building, and we hardly ever
think of the impact they are going
to have on our community. They
aren't just going to save lives:
they are going to change them.

Pope Francis invites us all to be agents of change
Pope Francis' visit is both a blessing and an inspiration to many
FRANCIS continued
from Page 12
Reimer-Barry agreed that
ope Francis' ministry invites
s to embrace humility and
Hfless love. She explained that
is ministry is also indicative
f the title 'changemaker.'
"It has been very exciting
t see the pope live out the
lospel message of inclusion
nd social justice during his visit
> the United States," Reimeriarry said. "Waving from a
Tat, learning how to operate a
mart board in an elementary
chool classroom, dining with
te homeless, the list goes on.
le has embraced the poor, called
ar an end to the death penalty,

encouraged
lawmakers
to
prioritize the common good, and
inspired many by his humility
and generosity. Is the pope a
changemaker? I think he is."
We are all called to be
Changemakers in our daily lives,
whether that means serving the
poor and vulnerable, loving your
neighbor with a self-emptying
kind of love,or living a humble and
others-focused life. Pope Francis
is a Christian Changemaker
because of the very fact that he
embodies Christ's love, grace,
and mercy as a servant leader, as
the bark of St. Peter, as a shepherd
leading his flock to greatness.
In the same act of servant
leadership that he began his
journey as pontiff with, Pope
Francis humbly pleads us to pray

for him that he might do God's will
mercifully and gracefully. The
difference between Pope Francis
and any other person of good will
who talks about change and about
making a difference in this world

is that Pope Francis is not all talk,
but, rather, he walks the walk.
He is not just calling
his people and the world to
greatness; he is vivaciously living
out those same values and virtues

of humility, love, compassion,
and justice that he demands of
others. When our lives proclaim
these same values and virtues,
we may unconsciously give
others the desire to do the same.

Pope Francis ^Ponffax • Sep 28

With my heartfelt thanks. May the love of
Christ always guide the American people!
#GodBlessAmerica
RETWEETS

FAVORITES

28,649

53,331

WW*

1:00 AM -28 Sep 2015 - Details
Photo courtesy of Twitter/@Pontifex

His Holiness Pope Francis tweeted his love and prayers to the U.S. after his visit.

The views expressed in the Opinion section are not necessarily those of The Vista staff, the University of San Diego, or its student body.
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Small school power

MATTHEW ROBERSON

@mroberson22

MATTHEW ROBERSON

@mroberson22
Every Saturday dozens
of college campuses across
the country are transformed
into football circuses. Schools
that compete in major athletic
conferences are able to draw
upwards of 50,000 fans to their
enormous stadiums, sometimes
even more if it's an especially big
game. Events like this are yearly,
sometimes even twice or thrice
yearly, occurrences for students at
universities with major, wealthy
athletic departments.
Obviously, University of
San Diego is not one of those
schools that is synonymous
with athletic greatness. While
our football team is perennially
contending
for
conference
titles and playoff spots in the
Football Championship Series,
we certainly are not on the same
level as football powerhouses like
USC or University of Oregon.
Growing up, I was a massive
fan of USC Trojans football. My
dad graduated from the school in
the 1980s, and he instilled a love
for the cardinal and gold in me.
However, since leaving home for
USD two years ago, I have felt
my interest in college football
begin to wane.
Don't get me wrong, I
still enjoy a heavyweight clash
of two ranked teams, or an
exciting matchup in the Pac-12,
my preferred college football
conference. But my years at USD
have spawned an appreciation
for the small school sports
scene. While a USD-Western
New Mexico football game
is no Alabama-LSU, there is
something special about rooting
for your own school and cheering
on the guys you've known since
you were a freshman.
Rather than comparing our
tiny facilities to those of the west
coast's superpowers, I learned to
enjoy the quaintness and tightknit communal feeling of USD
sports.
The other thing that our
school upon the hill has given me
is a newfound love for mid-major
basketball. Our beloved West
Coast Conference is straddling
the line between legitimate
producer of title contenders see
Gonzaga Bulldogs and the typical
underdog complex.
So while your friends at
other schools brag about College
Gameday coming to town or
camping outside for days to score
basketball tickets, accept the fact
that our Toreros are comfortable
with who we are: a proud,
dedicated group of athletes that
strive for greatness whether or
not ESPN is around to see it.

ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
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Former Torero nominated for MLB award

SPORTS EDITOR

SPORTS EDITOR
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The physical grind of the
Major League Baseball season
is grueling enough. Playing
162 games over the course of
six months, filled with cross
country flights and hotel rooms,
is an exhausting task. Free time
consists of scattered days in
various cities and healing the
bumps and bruises from the
season.
A player's performance on
the field is largely the product
of behind the scenes work.
When the field is empty, and the
cameras are gone, there is tireless
film watching and practice for
upcoming games.
With such a busy calendar,
it's amazing that the players find
time to do anything at all away
from the field. For this reason,
the MLB decides to give a
yearly award to the players who
contribute generously to their
communities. This year, a former
Torero finds himself in the 2015
nominee pool for this prestigious
honor.
According to MLB .com
the Roberto Clemente Award is
presented annually to the player
in each league who demonstrates
exceptional involvement in their
community and exemplifies the
sportsmanship that MLB prides
itself on.
Named
for
legendary
Pittsburgh Pirates right fielder
Roberto Clemente, who tragically
died while delivering aid to
earthquake victims, the award is
voted on by media members as

well as an online fan vote on the
MLB's website.
This year, Orioles relief
pitcher
Brian
Matusz
has
received recognition from the
league for his involvement in the
greater Baltimore area.
Matusz, who pitched at
the University of San Diego
from 2006-2008, joins stars
such as Miguel Cabrera, Jose
Bautista, and Adrian Beltre in
the American League field of
contestants. Andrew McCutchen,
Paul Goldschmidt, and Andrew
Cashner can be found on the
National League side.
The fan voting includes
a profile which details each
nominee's extensive list of
charity work and public service.
According to his biography,
Matusz has been a regular visitor
to the pediatric ward of a local
hospital for several years.
He has been inviting the
patients and their families onto
the field
for batting practice
and occasionally providing the
opportunity to throw out the
ceremonial first pitch since his
arrival in Baltimore six years ago.
In addition, Matusz makes
a yearly $5,000 donation to the
OriolesREACH Ticket Program.
This is an organization which
gives game tickets to at-risk
children from the dangerous
inner cities of Baltimore.
Rich Hill, head coach at
USD since 1999, spoke about
the tremendous pride that comes
with seeing a former player in
such a positive spotlight.
"I was as proud of Brian's
nomination as any award our

guys have ever received," Hill
said. "In our Torero culture we
value service, all out effort,
giving back and striving for the
summit above all else."
After his stellar college
career Matusz was the fourth
overall pick of the 2008 MLB
Draft. Along with catcher John
Wathan, who was taken with the
fourth pick of the 1971 draft.
He had been the two highest
draft picks out of USD until Kris
Bryant was nabbed with the
second overall pick in 2013. The
final team that Matusz played
on as a Torero was stacked with
future big league ballplayers.
In addition to Matusz, the 2008
roster also featured A.J. Griffin,
Zach Walters, and Sammy Solis.
Including Matusz, those
four players combined have
appeared in over 400 big league
games. With such an incredible
collection of talent, the team set
a school record with 44 wins and
brought home the West Coast
Conference regular season and
tournament championships.
That historic year was also
notable for Matusz being named
WCC Pitcher of the Year. He
hopes to add another award to his
trophy case later this month.
While the Orioles will
not be playing in the World
Series, the USD leader in career
strikeouts still has a chance to
be in attendance. The winners of
the Roberto Clemente Award will
be announced at this year's Fall
Classic.
Whether Matusz wins, being
nominated for excellence off the
field is a career highlight for the

seven-year veteran. He recently
opened up to MASN Sports about
his nomination.
"As baseball players and
athletes, we have the opportunity
to reach out to the community,"
Matusz said. "It feels good to be
able to give to the community
and see the smiles on kids' faces.
It doesn't matter what position or
role you play on the team. You
can still make a difference in
people's lives."
The effort that Brian Matusz
has poured into his adopted
hometown of Baltimore. The
wonderful selflessness he shows
is certainly an inspiration to past
and present Toreros.
On the mound, Matusz
specializes
in
retiring
the
opponent's
best
left-handed
hitters. When he's not pitching,
his specialties of caring and
philanthropy have no bounds.
His compassion for others is
something that his former coach
took note of several years ago.
"We [the USD baseball
program] do community service
with the Miracle League, Autism
Tree Project, and Urban Surf
for Kids," Hill said. "Brian was
in the thick of all those projects
while he was here."
This nomination is a
phenomenal
accomplishment
both for Matusz and the USD
community as a whole. With over
700 players on MLB rosters at
any given time, being regarded
as one of the 30 most charitable
is no small feat. But for Brian
Matusz, lending a helping hand
in his community is as natural as
his devastating pitch delivery.

Photos Courtesy of mark6mauno and Ketih Allison/Flickr

Left: Matusz excelled in his short time at USD. Right: In seven years with the Orioles, Matusz has pitched over 500 innings.
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Men's tennis creates quite the racket
DYLAN BROCKMEYER
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
@dbrock08
The University of San
Diego men's tennis team opened
up their fall season with two
tournaments in San Francisco and
Midland, Texas over the weekend
of Sept. 18-20. While our boys
in blue played formidably and
defeated much of the competition
in the first two rounds on the
first two days, the Toreros
ultimately lost in the final rounds.
In the Battle of the Bay
tournament, the men's team was
represented in singles by senior
Jordan Angus and sophomore
James Ponwith. Both were
defeated in the semifinal round by
UC Davis Aggies (6-4, 6-4) and
California Golden Bears (6-2,6-4)
respectively. Doubles partners
Angus and junior Filip Vittek fell
to Texas A&M in a rough one
set with the final score at 8-5.
The Midland Fall Invite
yielded similar results with
singles player junior Alex
Araouzos falling in the final
round in a hard fought three sets
(4-6, 7-6, 10-5). Araouzous just
could not pull ahead but managed
to play strong defense to make
Texas A&M's James Martell
fight. Doubles partners; junior
Josh Page and senior Romain
Kalaydjian; fell to TCU in the
quarterfinals after a withdrawal.
Of the players in the
tournament this past weekend,
three of them received high
preseason Intercollegiate Tennis
Association
(ITA)
rankings.
Angus and Vittek are currently
ranked at No. 17 among Division
1 doubles; Vittek is also ranked
at No. 47 in singles. The third

ranked player is Senior Uros
Petronijevic with the highest
leading singles ranking at No. 30.
Last season Petronijevic
held the No. 45 spot in April
2015, in addition to holding on to
the No. 1 singles spot on the team
and was named a WCC player of
the year. He completed his junior
season with a 23-11 overall record
and defeated 8 ranked opponents.
In singles, Vittek also had a
strong 2015 season, claiming the
team's best record at 25-8 overall
and holding the No. 67 spot. With
his doubles partner Angus, the
two clinched their highest ranking
in April at the No. 37 spot and had
a 20-11 overall record last season.
This year, the team is
looking at another shot for their
third WCC title. The men's
team is led by an entirely new
coaching staff. Ryan Keckley,
after assisting with previous head
coach Brett Masi for three seasons
from 2009-2012, has moved
into the head coach position
after Masi left for Texas Tech.
In his last season as
assistant, Keckley was named
the Southwest Region Assistant
Coach of the Year when the
Toreros had an 18-9 overall
record, No. 26 national ranking,
and had advanced to the second
round of the NCAA tournament.
Keckley's assistant coach this
year is newcomer Ty Schuab.
The Torero men's tennis
team has been undefeated in
conference play the last two
season and under this new
direction looks to keep repeating
their successes. The first match
to kick off the Spring season
will be played Jan. 16 versus
the
UC
Irvine
Anteaters.
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Top: New head coach Ryan Keckley observes at practice. Bottom: Jordan Angus celebrates a point.

Dive beneath the surface with water polo
Q & A with David Rudokas
SEAN MURPHY
CONTRIBUTOR

Q: What's your position?
A: I play two meter defender!
Q: Do you know when the club was founded?
A: I think the club has been around for about a decade now.
Q: What makes playing club water polo worthwhile?
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USD Men's Water Polo/Facebook

Jacob Hirsch, one of the club's senior members, is a 2-meter defense and driver.

:AN MURPHY
)NTRIBUTOR

The pool at the University of
n Diego offers students much
>re than a place to tan, splash
>und, or perhaps do a few laps
• some cardio.
Twice a week, six lanes in
: deep end are reserved for a
ect few to practice club water
lo as a component of USD's
|uatics program.
For those who are unfamiliar
th the sport, water polo is

played with seven swimmers on
each team in a pool, with a ball
similar to that of a volleyball
that is thrown into the opponents
net. The game was first played
in the United States in 1888, and
purported many characteristics of
American football, except in an
aqueous setting.
Due to its aggressive play,
the sport grew in popularity in the
United States, attracting crowds
of up to 14,000 to venues such as
Madison Square Garden.

In fact, water polo was
the first team event added to
the summer Olympics in 1900,
but it wasn't until 2000 that
women's water polo made its first
appearance.
In order to gather more
insight about the club team,
USD junior, David Rudokas
shared his thoughts on what it's
like to play two meter defense,
and why continuing to play the
sport is an important facet of his
undergraduate experience.

A: The club is worthwhile for a couple reasons. It lets guys
who liked the sport and want to play it in college without
being too committed get some play time. It also forces me
to get exercise which is good. Lastly, it allows us to travel,
interact, and compete with other local colleges.
Q: Are there any upcoming games?
A: We have a couple upcoming games in LA, then hopefully a
game in Arizona.
Q: What prompted you to play the sport?
A: I started playing freshmen year and I played club as well.
It was actually a swimming instructor of mine. I'm a bigger
dude and I've always hated swimming so he told me why
not try polo instead, because I still get swimming for
exercise, but I also get the team aspect and I get to
score goals which everyone likes.
Q: Is it hard to balance school and water polo at the same time?
A: I wouldn't say it's hard. I just have to prioritize academics.
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CALIFORNIA WESTERN
SCHOOL OF LAW ] San Diego

Join
our DIVERSE
COMMUNITY
More surf breaks,
scholarships, and
support programs.
cwsl.edu/diversity

Photo Courtesy of USD Athletics

The University of San Diego football team defeated Valparasio 38-6 on Sept. 26.

OUR FUNDS
HAVE A RECORD
LIKE A BROKEN RECORD.
TIAA-CREF: Upper's Best Overall Large Fund Company
three years in a row. For the first time ever. How?
Our disciplined investment strategy aims to produce
competitive risk-adjusted returns that create long-term
value for you. Just what you'd expect from a company
that's created to serve and built to perform.
Learn more about our unprecedented, award-winning
performance at TIAA.org/Perform

BUILT TO PERFORM.
CREATED TO SERVE.

AAA
UPPER
2013

UPPER
2014

UPPER
2015

BEST OVERALL LARGE FUND COMPANY'
The Lipper Awards arebased on areview of 36companies' 2012
and 48 companies' 2013and 20M risk-adjustedperformance

Whe Lipper Award is given to the group
with the lowest average decile ranking
of three years' Consistent Return for
eligible funds over the three-year period
ended 11/30/12, 11/30/13, and
11/30/14 respectively, TIAA-CREF was
ranked among 36 fund companies in
2012 and 48 fund companies in 2013
and 2014 with at least five equity, five
bond, or three mixed-asset portfolios.
Past performance does not guarantee
future results. For current performance
and rankings, please visit the Research
and Performance section on tiaa-cref.org.
TIAA-CREF Individual & Institutional
Services, LLC, Teachers Personal
Investors Services, Inc., and Nuveen
Securities, LLC, members FINRA and
SIPC, distribute securities products.
©2015 Teachers Insurance and Annuity
Association
of
America-College
Retirement Equities Fund (TIAA-CREF),
730 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10017.
C24849B

Consider investment objectives,
risks, charges and expenses
carefully before investing. Go to
tiaa-cref.org for product and
fund prospectuses that contain
this and other information.
Read carefully before investing.
TIAA-CREF funds are subject to
market and other risk factors.

